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REDDIT’S BLOCKCHAIN COMMUNITY POINTS
CAN BE CONTROLLED ‘JUST LIKE BITCOIN’
by Mohammad Musharraf for Cointelegraph
One of the largest online networks, Reddit, has announced a new community
points system based on the Ethereum blockchain. Users will have the
freedom to either save their community points or utilize them to buy
premium community features such as badges, custom emojis, and GIFs in
comments.

WELCOME
COVID-19 PAYOUTS: CAN STABLECOINS
REPLACE CASH AS PAYOUT METHOD?

MINERS FACE
CAPITULATION
POST BITCOIN
HALVING
by Minerupdate

by Ifeanyi Egede for Cryptopolitan
“Can stablecoins replace cash?” is a question that confounds most world
governments as they seriously consider the option of not using cash as a means of
giving aids to citizens.

Since the halving, block
times have been longer
suggesting hash rate has
dropped off the
network. Miners have
been forced to spend
more Bitcoin than they
are generating given the

BITCOIN MINER RIOT BLOCKCHAIN
RACKS UP $221 MILLION DEFICIT

shortfall in revenue
from the block subsidy
reduction. At current
price and difficulty
levels, many miners will

by Samuel Haig, writing for Cointelegraph
U.S. mining firm Riot Blockchain has published its financial report for Q1 2020
- painting a picture of a company heavily reliant on equity and debt financing to
fund its operations.

have been pushed below
their breakeven levels
and it is expected
that they will be forced
offline.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD
Last week, investing legend
Paul Tudor Jones II rocked
the world of crypto and
traditional markets with his
full-throated entrance into
the bitcoin market. Get
behind the news with The

EUROPE HEATS UP COMPETITION IN
MINING, LAYER1 PLANS BOLD MOVE IN US
by Fredrik Vold for Cryptonews
As China’s dominance in Bitcoin (BTC) mining has already decreased this year,
Europeans are taking even more steps to become more attractive to crypto
miners. At the same time, BTC miners in the US also have ambitious plans.

Breakdown, a podcast from
Coindesk.

BITCOIN'S HALVING BLOCK INCLUDED A
MESSAGE REMINDING US OF ITS ORIGINS
by Francisco Memoria for Cryptoglobe
F2Pool, a major cryptocurrency mining pool that managed to mine block 629,999
– the last one with a 12.5 BTC reward – included a message reminding the
cryptocurrency space of Bitcoin’s origins. Using block explorers, it’s possible to see
the message F2Pool left to the world: a reference to why Bitcoin was created in the
first place.

SOME BITCOIN
MINERS FLOCK
TO BITCOIN
CASH AND
BITCOIN SV
by Sead Fadilpašić, writing
for Cryptonews

BCH saw its hashrate
almost doubling on the
day of BTC's halving, on

WELCOME
TELEGRAM SHUTS DOWN ITS
CRYPTOCURRENCY OPERATION
by Monika Chin, writing for The Verge
After years of drama with the SEC, Telegram is calling it quits on its cryptofocused subsidiary, Telegram Open Network (TON) – a blockchain platform
designed to offer decentralized cryptocurrency to anyone with a smartphone

May 11. As reported,
after its own halving
this April, BCH hashrate
dropped 66% in two
days. However, it
dropped again shortly
later, this time, by 13%.

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

CRYPTIC CHINESE OPERATION INSTANTLY
BECOMES 6TH-LARGEST BTC POOL
by Stephen O'Neal, writing for Cointelegraph
New China-based mining pool Lubian accounts for 5.15% of the total Bitcoin (BTC)
hash rate, just three weeks after processing its first block. The pool was
originally spotted by BlockBeats, a Chinese blockchain news outlet, on May 12.

